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Using GIS to Make an Electrical Engineering Firm’s 

Project Data More Accessible 

Background Information 

I work as a drafting and GIS manager for an electrical engineering firm, Engineered 

Solutions Group (ESG), which has grown significantly since I first started in 2003.  The firm is 

comprised of six companies that specialize in consulting, construction, maintenance, testing, and 

commissioning.  Projects are mainly electrical in nature including power plants, substations, 

transmission, distribution, hydro energy, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), 

right-of-way, studies, and maintenance as well as some mechanical and civil work.  Our main 

office is located in Anchorage, AK and remote offices are located in Alaska, Washington, and 

Kansas.  In 2006 the total number of employees on the payroll was 101 which doubled to 202 in 

2009.  As the company has grown it has become evident that accessing data from previous 

projects is frequently a difficult and time-consuming task due to how the data is organized in the 

current system. 

The current system for storing project data consists of a job list spreadsheet, five servers, 

and a multitude of other sources.  The job list spreadsheet is an Excel document that is updated 

for every new job that is added and contains basic job information such as job number, client, 

contracting company, job name, and project manager.  Information could be accessed from this 

spreadsheet more easily if every new job occupied a single row but many jobs occupy multiple 

rows to house the tasks for the job.  Organizing the data in this fashion prevents users from 

quickly compiling data through sorts and counts.  

There are five main servers that contain project data including servers for proposals, 

current jobs, archived jobs, project photos, and right-of-way information for permitting.  The 
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proposals server contains information acquired prior to a project obtaining a job number and is 

organized by contracting company, year, and then client.  Once a job number is assigned it is not 

uncommon for the information to be copied to the current jobs server.  Files are organized by 

client and then job number but users must have a license to access the files as well as set up a 

client work area and populate files to search, view, or edit them because revision control 

software (SOS) is used.  No one computer has all client work areas created and files populated 

and space requirements prevent this so it is not possible to do a single search of everything on the 

current jobs server.  Files exist on the current jobs server until they are moved to the archived 

jobs server which may be long after the job has been closed.  The archived jobs server is also 

organized by client and then job number and contains files moved from the current jobs, project 

photos, and right-of-way servers.  The project photos and right-of-way servers are also organized 

by client and then job number and are separate from the current jobs server because they do not 

require revision control software.  Project photos are organized in dated directories but 

frequently have no additional labeling or descriptive file names which makes searching difficult.   

Other sources where job data may be stored include Google Drive, Dropbox, and other 

company servers (such as one for SCADA).  Most of these sources are not accessible to most 

employees and the data will likely not be archived if it is not added to one of the main servers.  

Also, a lot of project information is still obtained through word of mouth but as the company 

grows it is not uncommon for employees of one department to not know employees of another 

department.  As individuals leave the company this information is frequently lost. 

Problems with the current system include access to data, accuracy of data, and usefulness 

of data.  Accessing the data may require the user to look in multiple locations and it is common 

to have duplicate and possibly conflicting information throughout the system.  Users must know 
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the job number and client to access most of the data.  No one regularly monitors the data to 

ensure accuracy so it is not uncommon to find inconsistencies in file and project names and 

missing data.  Some data has no standard location in the current system so created documents 

such as lessons learned are frequently not stored with the project data.  I frequently need to 

access data for previous projects that I have worked on which typically involves opening 

multiple windows for various clients on both the current jobs and archived jobs servers until I 

locate the desired information.  The inability to easily answer simple questions such as “What 

jobs have we completed in a specified location,” “What jobs have we used this equipment on 

before,” or “What types of projects has the company done” indicates that accessing data in the 

current system is failing to meet the needs of employees in a timely and cost-effective manner.  

This project is my attempt to combat some of the problems with the current system.  
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Literature Review 

I conducted a literature review of multiple websites to help determine the design for the 

new site and to determine what approaches others have taken in the past.  The sample sites could 

loosely be broken down into two broad categories – individual feature maps and project maps.  

An example of an individual feature map for a transmission line would be one where you could 

click on the individual poles and obtain data specific to that pole (Bonneville Power 

Administration, 2015) while a transmission project map would simply allow you to click on the 

entire transmission line and obtain project level data (EIA, 2015).  A project map is what I was 

interested in creating, with the ability to input data for individual poles but not clickable features 

for individual poles.   

There was also a multitude of ways the sample sites displayed both map and non-map 

data.  Some sites used points and lines to display map data (WFRC, 2015) while others used 

polygons or varied based on the zoom level (Bonneville Power Administration, 2015).  For my 

site I believed points for single locations like substations and power plants, lines for distribution 

and transmission lines, and polygons for study areas were sufficient.  The sample sites also 

displayed non-map data in various ways including clickable entities (most sites), drop-down 

menus (Synbio Consulting, 2015), check boxes (NYCEDC, 2015), radio buttons (Pennsylvania 

Department of Transportation, 2015), and clickable lists (Montgomery County, MD., 2015).  It 

was clear that some sites were more effective than others with keeping the map as the main focus 

for the site and allowing the user to easily display the data which I was hoping to achieve with 

my own site.   

I envisioned a map with a combination of filters for displaying data.  When the user 

hovered over a feature it would display the facility name.  When a feature was clicked it would 
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display a clickable list of all of the projects that were completed at that location and allow the 

user to get project-specific information by clicking on the project link.  Drop-down menus would 

allow quick access to projects associated with specified fields such as location, client, project 

manager, or job number.  Users would have the ability to search the site to quickly locate 

information.  I also wanted to implement a clickable project list that would list all of the 

displayed projects.  Many sites gave the user the choice of multiple base maps which I saw value 

in.  The vision for my site was not based on a single example site but a compilation of 

components from multiple sites.   
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Application Development 

In order to combat some of the problems with the current data storage system I developed 

a structured means of inputting and storing relevant project information that is robust, 

searchable, and reproducible.  I accomplished this through the use of five specific aims – 

identifying relevant project information, developing a procedure to normalize data, developing 

and testing a relational database and testing the dataset, developing a system for data entry, and 

designing a user interface.  

Relevant Project Information 

Determining what data to collect based on its usefulness and availability was an 

important first step.  ESG recently implemented the use of project creation and project closure 

forms to capture specific information from project managers when jobs were opened or closed 

(Appendix A).  These forms became a valuable source of information and defined what basic 

project data would be easily obtainable.  Additional data deemed essential or desirable was also 

included in relevant project information which was broken down into the following categories: 

projects, people, companies, dates, locations, major components, and documents.  Contents of 

each category are listed below. 

Projects 

 Job Number 

 Job Name 

 Contract Type 

 State Job (Y/N) 

 Federal Job (Y/N) 

 Type of Work 

 Original Budget 

 Final Budget 

 Explanation of Difference in Original and 
Final Budgets 

 Completion on Schedule (Y/N), 
Explanation if Not 

 Deliverables 

 Project Description (at Closure) 

 Work Description (at Creation) 

 Additional Information (at Creation) 
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People 

 Project Manager 

 Client Contact 

 Contact Email 

 Contact Phone 

Companies 

 Client 

 Prime Contractor 

 ESG Company 

 Internal Subcontractors 

Dates 

 Event 

 Date 

Locations 

 Shapefile (point, polyline, or polygon) 

 Location Name 

 Address 

 

 City 

 State 

 Zip 

 Country 

 County 

 Description 

Major Components 

 Component Name 

 Manufacturer (If Applicable) 

 Description 

 Lessons Learned 

 Link to Document 

Documents 

 File Title 

 Link 

 Associated Component (If Applicable) 

 Description 

 

  There is a great deal of variability among projects so some projects will have very little 

data to include while others will need to be narrowed down to include just the appropriate data 

for this application.  Projects will require a geographic tie and must be non-active so only 

timeless information is entered into the system.  Locations such as power plants and substations 

would be displayed as points, transmission and distribution lines would be displayed as lines, and 

larger areas such as study areas would be displayed as polygons.  The points, lines, and polygons 

will be for individual facilities (not projects) to avoid overlapping records and to create a 

geographic tie between projects that occur at the same location.  Major components can be used 
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to capture some of the variability among projects and may include items such as equipment, 

poles/structures, parcels, conductor, foundations, communications, subcontractors, existing 

utilities, or special designs such as avalanche design.  Examples of documents that might be 

worth incorporating include reports, photos, drawings, lessons learned, proposals, material cut 

sheets, and plats.     

Data Normalization/Data Integrity 

After establishing relevant project information, I developed a database design that 

incorporated both normalization and data integrity.  The contact and location tables were created 

as separate tables from the main project table and do not use the job number to tie them to the 

project table in order to eliminate the amount of duplicate information being stored (many client 

contacts are the same for multiple jobs and many jobs take place in the same location).  Multiple 

jobs might also use the same components; however I decided not to combine components from 

multiple jobs because part numbers change over time and records may still contain project 

specific information such as lessons learned.  The creation of separate tables for component, 

dates, link, project location, and type of work allow multiple records to be captured for a single 

job without the need for additional columns.        

I constructed a data dictionary to define the information being collected and relationships 

among the data (Appendix B).  All of the data for projects, people, and companies will likely 

come directly from the job creation and closure forms which each have instructions defining 

what should be entered in each of the fields.  In the future, data collection for the job creation 

and closure forms could be improved by switching to an online form format that constrained 

additional data and would necessitate all required fields be completed before the form could be 

submitted.  Right now data verification is mostly done manually and individuals reject forms that 
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are not completed.  The data for dates, locations, components, and documents will be pulled 

from various sources so defining these fields is even more important.  In the future it would be 

helpful to collect some of this additional information at the time of job creation and/or closure 

such as specific project locations (currently only city, county, and state are collected).     

Two additional timestamp columns were added to each of the tables to record when each 

record was initially created and last modified.  This information can be used for tracking the data 

entry process and may prove helpful for accessing the accuracy of the data. 

Relational Database 

MySQL was used for the relational database which contains eight main tables including 

project, contact, dates, location, project location, component, link, and type of work.  Most of the 

tables (all of them except contact and location) contain the project job number which ties them 

together.  The contact table is tied to the project table using the contact’s first and last name 

fields (a separate table was created to avoid duplication of the associated contact data).  The 

location table is tied to the project location table using the location name field.  Separating these 

tables eliminates the duplication of location data while allowing multiple locations to be 

associated with a single project when applicable.  The dates, project location, component, link, 

and type of work tables were all created as separate tables from the project table to allow for the 

variability among projects and incorporate the flexibility of adding zero (or one for project 

location) to multiple records for each project.  I also created multiple import tables to temporarily 

house data and simplify the data entry process.       

Data Entry 

 The geometry data (points, polylines, and polygons) is stored in shapefiles along with 

location names as shown in Figure 1, while the remaining data is stored in database tables.  
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Location names provide the link between the shapefiles and database tables.  Geometry data is 

entered manually using ArcMap.     

 

Figure 1. Point shapefile attribute table 

 A significant amount of the data is pulled directly from the job creation and closure forms 

which are in Excel format.  A new sheet is created within the Excel forms file and formulas and 

functions are used to populate the included fields as shown in Figure 2.  This example shows the 

project manager’s name being retrieved from the job closure form and split into first and last 

name.   

 

Figure 2. Implementing Excel formulas/functions to pull data from job creation/closure forms 
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Data that is not provided on the job creation and closure forms such as location data must be 

entered manually as shown in Figure 3.   

 

Figure 3. Manual entry of location data 

Once the data is entered in Excel, it is saved as a comma-separated values (csv) file and loaded 

into the MySQL database using the MySQL console.  The data is initially imported into 

temporary import tables and then the applicable tables are populated from the data in the import 

tables.  Data integrity and quality are checked throughout the data entry process.  Starting with 

the most recent non-active projects and working backwards would be a good approach for 

initially getting all of the desired projects into the system.  Older projects will not have job 

creation and closure forms to pull data from. 

User Interface 

When a user first accesses the site the user is presented with a map-based web application 

built using the Google Maps Application Programming Interface (API), an empty table, and two 

buttons with options to “Show All Jobs” or “Select Job Criteria” as shown in Figure 4.  The 

“Show All Jobs” option displays all of the point, polyline, and polygon location data currently 

saved within the system (in shapefile format) and tabular data for job number, job name, location 

name, client, project manager, and state (saved in MySQL). 
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Figure 4. Initial default page for user interface 

The “Select Job Criteria” option displays a dialog with combo boxes and text boxes as 

shown in Figure 5.  The user can choose a single job based on job number or choose jobs that 

meet the specified criteria for project manager, client, client contact, prime contractor, ESG 

company, location name, type of work, state, city, contract type, state job (Yes/No), federal job 

(Yes/No), project component, manufacturer, file title, and text searches for project and work 

description, component description, component lessons learned, and file description.  Each 

combo box is populated with a list of values from the database and the user has the option to type 

his/her selection for quicker completion.  The city combo box list is not populated until a state is 

selected.    
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Figure 5. Dialog box for selecting job criteria 

 Once a user completes his/her selection and clicks the submit button the results are 

displayed as shown in Figure 6.  In addition to the map showing the points, polylines, and/or 

polygons and the populated table, just above the table the site also displays what job filters were 

selected.   
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Figure 6. Selection using job criteria 

If no jobs match the selected criteria a dialog is displayed with the text “No Matching Records.” 

as shown in Figure 7.  The user must close this dialog before proceeding. 

 

Figure 7. Dialog for no matching records for job criteria selection 

 When a user hovers over a location, the location name is displayed as shown in Figure 8.  

When a user clicks a location or a row in the table, job specific information is displayed on an 

info window which includes job number, client, project manager, state, and job name as well as a 

button for displaying additional project data.  If there is data for more than one job for a single 

location, then multiple jobs are displayed in the info window as shown in Figure 9.     
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Figure 8. Display of location name when hovered over location 

 

Figure 9. Info window of job specific information when location is clicked 

 When a user clicks on a “Project Data” button an accordion style dialog box appears 

displaying even more job specific information as shown in Figure 10.  There are accordion tabs 

for general project information, companies and contacts, location(s), budget and schedule, 

descriptions, dates, components, and links.  It is designed to only show the tabs and information 

on the tabs that are available (not null) for the specified job so what is displayed will vary from 

job to job.   
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Figure 10. Accordion style dialog of job information shown when project data button is clicked 

The general project information may include job number, job name, client name, project 

manager, contract type, state job (Y/N), federal job (Y/N), and type of work.  The companies and 

contacts tab may include prime contractor, ESG company, project manager, internal subs, client 

name, client contact, contact email, and contact phone (up to two phone numbers).  A location 

tab will be displayed for all project locations and may include location name, address, city, state, 

zip, country, county, and description.  The budget and schedule tab may include original budget, 

final budget, explanation of difference in budgets, whether or not the job was completed on 

John Smith 
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schedule, and an explanation of why not.  The descriptions tab may include deliverables, project 

description at job closure, work description at job creation, and additional information at job 

creation.  If dates were entered for a job they will be displayed in a table including events and 

dates as shown in Figure 11.  The components tab may include the component name, 

manufacturer, description, lessons learned, and links to files as shown in Figure 12.  The links 

tab may include file title, link, associated component, and description.            

 

Figure 11. Dates table in accordion style dialog 

 

Figure 12. Components tab in accordion style dialog 
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Code Overview 

Early on I decided against using dedicated web mapping software such as ArcGIS Server 

to build my site and instead took advantage of software, much of it free and open-source, that 

would not incur new costs for my company.  This resulted in a clunkier, more piecemeal 

assembly but I was able to accomplish what I set out to do without any additional software 

expenses.  The software products I used include MySQL for the database, PHP for the server 

scripting language, Apache for the web server software, and Windows 7 for the operating system 

(the site will be run on a Linux server once implemented).  Shapefiles were used for the storage 

of geometry data in order to simplify data entry.  The Google Maps API was used for the 

mapping portion of the site.  jQuery (a JavaScript library) was also used for some of the coding 

and jQuery EasyUI was used for some of the graphical user interface (GUI) elements.  The site is 

intended to be an intranet site that is only accessible to ESG employees. 

The code consists of the main html file (Appendix C), which calls on 18 php files – one 

for getting location and table data for selected locations (Appendix D), one for getting project 

data for the accordion dialog (Appendix E), and 16 for populating the combo box lists (Appendix 

F).  Roughly the first 379 lines of the html file are written in HTML while the remainder of the 

file is primarily JavaScript.  The HTML portion of the code mainly defines the layout and styles 

for the site and provides links to required libraries for jQuery, jQuery EasyUI, Google Maps API, 

and a marker label used when hovering over polylines and polygons.  All of the libraries are 

stored locally with the exception of the Google Maps API (Google’s Terms of Service prohibit 

it) but the jQuery library is only accessed locally if the website cannot be accessed. 
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The JavaScript portion of the code starts by declaring global variables (lines 380-390).  

Combo box values are validated in lines 392-458 and the bulk of the rest of the file (lines 460-

1081) consists of 27 functions. 

When the site first loads the initMap function is run which creates the map and loads in 

the shp and dbf files for the shapefiles.  The initMap function calls on four other functions 

(shpLoad, shpLoadError, dbfLoad, and dbfLoadError) for loading the shapefiles and two of these 

functions call on the reorder function to put the files back in the correct sequence.  The shpLoad 

and dbfLoad functions were borrowed from the Penn State GIS Mashups course (GEOG 863) 

and were originally adapted from a Google example.  The data loading for the shp and dbf files 

is done asynchronously so the reorder function ensures that the correct shp file (geometry data) is 

matched up with the correct dbf file (tabular data). 

Once the map is loaded the user can either select the “Show All Jobs” button or the 

“Select Job Criteria” button.  If the “Show All Jobs” button is selected the clearFilterList and 

render functions are run.  The clearFilterList function will clear the filter text if job criteria were 

previously selected.  The render function initiates the showLoading function which lets the user 

know the requested map is still loading and the clearMap function, which clears the info 

windows, table, and locations for previous selections.  The get_location.php script is called on to 

run a query for all jobs and returns the results.  The info window is defined and the points, 

polylines, polygons, and table are added to the map using the addToSidebar, createMarkers, 

createLines, and createPolys functions.  Additional functions are needed for the creation of the 

polylines and polygons (pathToArray, makePolyline, and makePolygon) and markers are also 

added at this time for location name labels for polylines and polygons.  The addToSidebar 

function sets up a listener for clicks on the table and opens the appropriate map info window in 
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the event such a click happens.  Likewise, createMarkers, createLines, and createPolys set up 

listeners for clicks on the map features themselves and open the appropriate info window.  The 

getLineMidpoint and getBoundsForPoly functions are called on to determine info window 

positions for polylines and polygons.  Finally, the hideLoading function is called to hide the 

notification for the user that the map is loading.   

If the user displays an info window (by clicking a location or a table row) he/she has the 

option of clicking the “Project Data” button.  When clicked the get_job_info.php script runs a 

query using the job number and returns the job specific data.  The openDialog function is also 

called on to open the Project Data accordion dialog.     

If the “Select Job Criteria” button is selected, the “Select Job Number or Job Criteria” 

dialog is opened.  All but the city combo box lists are populated in the HTML portion of the code 

by calling on the 15 php list scripts.  The city combo box list is populated when a state is selected 

and cleared if the dialog box is closed.  Clicking on a submit button (there are two in the dialog) 

initiates the process function.  The process function gets the user-entered values and passes them 

to the render function.  The project manager and client contact values must both be split into two 

variables because first and last names are stored in separate fields in the database.  The filter list 

is also created in the process function for displaying the user’s selection.  The field names are 

used for this but the underscores are replaced with spaces and the titleCase function is used to 

capitalize the first letter of each word in the field name.  The clearLists function is called to clear 

all of the combo box and text box values.  The render function goes through the same steps as 

above when the “Show All Jobs” button was selected except this time the query uses the user- 

entered values from the process function and compares them to the database values returning 
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only the matching records.  If there are no matching records the “No Matching Records.” dialog 

is opened.       
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Assessment of the New Site and Future Developments 

 It is a struggle to answer these simple questions with the current system: “What jobs have 

we completed in a specified location,” “What jobs have we used this equipment on before,” or 

“What types of projects has the company done.”  To answer the first question with the current 

system, I would likely do a search of the job list spreadsheet for the location name or search 

under clients that might do work in the specified area.  With the new site the locations are visible 

on the map or a user can search by location name, state, city, keyword in the project description, 

or job name.  For tracking down a job using a specified piece of equipment in the current system 

it would likely require previous knowledge if the equipment name was not part of the job name.  

In the new site a user can search by component name, manufacturer, job name or do a keyword 

search of the project description or component description.  For determining what types of 

projects have been completed in the current system, I would again likely rely heavily on the job 

names.  The new site allows a user to search by job name, type of work, and keyword searches 

but also houses all of the data in a single location for easy access.  While the current system 

requires accessing data from multiple locations and relies on descriptive job names and previous 

knowledge, the new site strives to bring the relevant information into a centralized location and 

provide many search options for quickly accessing the data.  Before the app, I would have to 

look in multiple client directories on both the current jobs and archived jobs servers for the 

desired information.  Using the app, I can find the information by going to a single location and 

searching by project manager, component name, keyword, or other searchable features.       

In the future I would like to improve on both the data entry process and the user interface.  

It would be advantageous to have additional information collected at the time of job creation or 

closure from the project manager to decrease the time required for data collection.  The 
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additional information I would want to request from project managers includes project locations, 

lessons learned, significant project dates, major project components, and significant project 

documents.  The inclusion of this information would give users a better idea of what the project 

involved and allow it to be collected from the individual overseeing the project upon completion 

of that project.  In addition, creating online forms for job creation and closure could allow the 

data to be fed directly into the database making the data entry process much more automated.  

 When the site is made accessible to employees it will be useful to make improvements to 

the user interface based on user input.  It is likely that different users (engineers, project 

managers, administrators, etc.) would be accessing the site for a multitude of reasons (searching 

data for a specific or similar job, proposal writing, getting an overview of jobs completed, etc.) 

and might find it useful to include additional information or make changes to how the data is 

presented.  Requesting this information from users and implementing it when possible and 

appropriate could better suit the site to users’ needs.  Expanding the site to be accessible to 

current clients and potential future clients is another prospective future development that could 

likely be accomplished through minimal changes to the internal site.      
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Appendix A 

Project Creation Form & Project Closure Form 
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Appendix B 

Data Dictionary 

Table B1. Definitions for Project Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*job_no char(7) ESG job number (##-####) 

job_name varchar(255) Full project name (no acronyms) 

client_name varchar(50) Client name 

esg_comp char(3) ESG contract holding company (D&L, EPC, EPS, MBI, PBI, SEI) 

prime_name varchar(50) Name of prime contractor (ESG for EPC, EPS, MBI, etc.) 

int_subs varchar(50) Internal subcontractors (EPC, EPS, MBI, etc.) 

pm_first varchar(50) ESG project manager first name 

pm_last varchar(50) ESG project manager last name 

contact_first varchar(50) Client contact first name 

contact_last varchar(50) Client contact last name 

state_job varchar(1) Is a state job (Y for yes, N for no, null for unknown) 

fed_job varchar(1) Is a federal job (Y for yes, N for no, null for unknown) 

contract_type varchar(25) Contract type (Time and Materials, Firm Fixed Price, or Unit 
Price) 

org_budget decimal(12,2) Original contract budget 

fin_budget decimal(12,2) Final contract budget 

budget_exp varchar(500) Explanation of difference in budget 

schedule_exp varchar(500) Project completed on schedule (Yes or No) and explanation of why 
not 

deliverables varchar(8000) Project deliverables provided to the client (drawings, 
specifications, etc.) 
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proj_desc_clos varchar(8000) Project description narrative from project closure form 

work_desc_crea varchar(8000) Description of work being performed from job creation form 

add_info_crea varchar(8000) Additional information from job creation form (not always 
applicable) 

notes varchar(8000) Project notes (not displayed in user interface) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 

Table B2. Definitions for Contact Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*first_name varchar(50) Contact first name 

*last_name varchar(50) Contact last name 

*comp_name varchar(50) Company name (matches client_name in project table) 

contact_phone1 varchar(25) Contact phone number 1 

contact_phone2 varchar(25) Contact phone number 2 

contact_email varchar(50) Contact email address 

notes varchar(8000) Contact notes (not displayed in user interface) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 
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Table B3. Definitions for Dates Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*job_no char(7) ESG job number (##-####) 

*event varchar(50) Event name 

*event_date date Date of event (YYYY-MM-DD) 

notes varchar(8000) Date notes (not displayed in user interface) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 

Table B4. Definitions for Location Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*name varchar(50) Location/facility name (where the work is being done for) 

address varchar(255) Address (where the work is being done for) 

city varchar(50) City (where the work is being done for) 

county varchar(50) County (where the work is being done for) 

state varchar(50) State (where the work is being done for) 

zip varchar(16) Zip (where the work is being done for) 

country varchar(50) Country (where the work is being done for) 

description varchar(8000) Description of location (where the work is being done for) 

notes varchar(8000) Location notes (not displayed in user interface) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 
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Table B5. Definitions for Project Location Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*job_no char(7) ESG job number (##-####) 

*name varchar(50) Location/facility name (matches name in location table) 

*no_pt tinyint(4) Number of point locations for job (not displayed but needed for 
code) 

*no_line tinyint(4) Number of polyline locations for job (not displayed but needed for 
code) 

*no_poly tinyint(4) Number of polygon locations for job (not displayed but needed for 
code) 

notes varchar(8000) Project location notes (not displayed in user interface) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 

Table B6. Definitions for Component Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*job_no char(7) ESG job number (##-####) 

*component varchar(50) Name of component 

manufacturer varchar(50) Manufacturer (if applicable) 

component_desc varchar(8000) Description of component 

lessons varchar(8000) Lessons learned regarding component (good and/or bad) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 
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Table B7. Definitions for Link Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*job_no char(7) ESG job number (##-####) 

*file_title varchar(50) Title for file 

*link varchar(8000) File name with job number as prefix (ex: ##-####_xfmr.pdf) 

file_desc varchar(8000) Description of file 

component2 varchar(50) Name of component (if applicable) (matches component in 
component table) (component2 for easier coding) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 

Table B8. Definitions for Type of Work Database Table by Field Name 

Name Type Description 

*id int(10) Unique ID for the record (auto increment) 

*job_no char(7) ESG job number (##-####) 

*work_type varchar(50) Type of work (Studies, SCADA, Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Construction, Maintenance/Testing, 
Other (specified)) 

notes varchar(8000) Type of work notes (not displayed in user interface) 

created timestamp Time of creation (current time default) 

modified timestamp Time of last modification (null default) 

* Required field 
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Appendix C 

HTML Code 
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Appendix D 

PHP Code – Get Location 
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Appendix E 

PHP Code – Get Job Info 
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Appendix F 

PHP Code – Combo Box Lists 

Job Number 

 

Project Manager 
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Client 

 

Client Contact 
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Prime Contractor 

 

ESG Company 
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Location Name 

 

Type of Work 
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State 

 

City 
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Contract Type 

 

State Job 
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Federal Job 

 

Project Component 
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Manufacturer 

 

File Title 

 


